Porto Boquer
Region: Mallorca Sleeps: 6

Overview
A stay at Porto Buquer means you'll be enjoying a modern villa with charming
features built in the time-honoured style of a typical Mallorcan Finca. It's
spacious, and airy and is fitted-out to the very highest standards. The lounge
and dining area, which makes a wonderful feature of its exposed beams, leads
off to three bedrooms that come with fitted wardrobes.
The bedrooms share two superbly fitted bathrooms, one of which boasts a
deep and luxurious raised oval bath. The large, fully fitted kitchen offers ample
space and facilities to cater for all and enjoy all levels of cooking.
At the rear of the villa, is a large covered terrace, with access from both the
dining room and the double bedroom. This terrace is overlooking the pool and
the lovely surrounding gardens, and comes complete with a built-in barbecue
for spot of grilling and dining in the sun, or taking in the wonderful views of the
sun setting behind the mountains.

Facilities
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Interior & Grounds
Villa Interior
- 3 Bedrooms
- 2 Bathrooms/Showers
- 1 Double Bedroom
- 2 Full Bathrooms
- 2 Twin Bedrooms
Amenities
- Fridge / Freezer
- Hi Fi
- Microwave
- Stone BBQ
- Table Tennis
- Washing Machine/Dishwasher
- WIFI
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Location & Local Information
Porto Buquer is found in a residential area just a short distance away from the
resort of Puerto Pollensa, meaning shops, restaurants and other amenities are
right on your doorstep.
Its location at the base of the Boquer mountains means the villa is surrounded
by large, well-maintained grounds that are perfect for guests of all ages to
lounge around in.
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Terms & Conditions
- Arrival time: From 3pm (4pm in July & August)
- Departure time: Before 10am
- Energy costs included?: Yes
- Heating costs included?: No
- Other Ts and Cs:
- Changeover day: Saturday
- Pets welcome?: No
- Minimum stay: One Week
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